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Andrew Cameron

Thomas Gofton

Andosh Accessible Gaming

E-interview

Andrew is a self-professed geek who
has partnered with his brother Joshua
to start Andosh Accessible Gaming.
Due to physical challenges they faced
accessing video games in their youth,
they developed the skills to craft customized video game
controlled for people with disabilities. They also offer
game console repair and custom 3D printing.

Born and raised in Guelph, Thomas
studied Psychology at the University
of Guelph, and currently lives in
Guelph with his wife and three
daughters. He is an actor, writer, and
game designer. When Thomas is not running his two
cafés, The Round Ta-ble and Afterlife in Canada, he
spends his time traveling the world hosting screen-ings,
game design sessions, panels and workshops to creators,
filmmakers and fans. Fore more information visit his
website at www.lynnvander.com.

Carly Genys

Krista Harrison

Volunteer Profile

Introducing Our New Food
& Nutrition Editor

Carly is the Volunteer Services
Coordinator for the United Way of
Cambridge and North Dumfries. She is
originally from Sault Ste. Marie
Ontario and moved to Kitchener six
years ago. Since graduating from Brock University and
receiving an Honours Bachelor of Science and Bachelor
of Education degree, Carly has pursued her passion of
education and volunteerism. When Carly is not at work,
she enjoys spending quality time with her family and the
occasional night watching reality TV with friends.

Krista is the mother of three beautiful,
courageous and creative children.
Teaching her children to always follow
their own truth without measuring their success against
anyone else is a value she holds dear to her heart. Krista's
passion is towards changing the health of our children and
supporting them along their own journey. Please visit her
website at www.kristaharrison.com.

Tammy Hudgin
Sometimes Social Media Can Be
Scary
One of the most valuable things that
Tammy has learned is that you need to
sell yourself before you can sell your
business. She launched her Facebook
Social Media business over three years ago and has
trained over 500 business owners on how to work
Facebook to build a presence, and get their business “out
there.” For more information, visit her website at
www.tammyhudgin.com.

Christine Nightingale

What Gender is my Spirit Baby?
After studying Hypnosis for Fertility,
Christine found that while working
with clients, she would get very clear
messages from their miscarried or not
yet conceived babies. Her speciality
has become getting messages from these babies
explaining their difficulties in coming in, and suggestions
for making it easier. She has worked with over 400
couples, mostly by email, facilitating communication and
pregnancy. For more information please visit her website
at www.nightingalehealing.com.

Michelle Nogueira

Story Behind the Story:
My Parents Aren’t Noobs!
For the past 29 years, Michelle has
worked through the continuum of care
in the addiction field. She is currently
working at Homewood Community
Addictions Services as a Problem Gambling Counsellor
and teaches Understanding Relapse Prevention at Wilfrid
Laurier University (Addiction Certificate Program). Most
importantly, Michelle’s interest and passion to promote a
balanced use of technology comes from her personal
experiences in raising a 13 year old son in the digital age.

Bob Smith
Social Media
Like many writers, R.K. (Bob) Smith
has worked in widely different settings,
accounting for diverse characters,
settings, and story lines. He describes
his stories as ‘character-driven,’ rather
than ‘plot-driven.’ People face some kind of challenge and
face it with creativity and integrity, often connecting with
others as part of the process. He has published novels and
short stories in online, newspaper, and more traditional
printed formats, as well as having written Christmas
stories heard on radio.

Sandra O’Hagan
Living Your Best Life:
50 and Beyond!

Sandra is the passionate founder of SO
Full of LIFE Fitness and Wellness. A
life-threatening event helped give her
the courage to quit a 30 year corporate
management career to coach, train and inspire others to
change their lives through fitness training and healthy
lifestyle choices. Everyone wants to find that fountain of
youth and she has dedicated herself to helping people get
there. You can find out more about Sandra and her work at
www.sofull oflife.com or visit her Facebook Fan page at
www.facebook.com/SOfullofLIFE.fitness.

Sandra Wilson
A Facebook Family

Sandra is a writer, educator, amateur
photographer and Director of the
Wilson Education Resource Centre.
With a Bachelor of Arts in English and
History much of her work includes
historic facts presented in fun and interesting ways.
Although trained to take portraits at Sears Portrait Studio,
Sandra prefers to capture nature with her camera. Her
passion is to help people learn, laugh and be inspired.
Please visit Sandra at www.werconline.ca.

PUBLISHER’S PONDERINGS
I remember first joining Facebook in 2009, and a friend (Facebook and real-life!)
teased me when she saw the post “Lisa has no friends.” Since then, I have become
somewhat of a Facebook junkie, but in a good way I think.
I use Facebook to connect, with people who are doing amazing things to make
this world a better place. I have connected with countless individuals, many of
whom have shared their stories, their wisdom and their experience in a variety of
ways. Here are some examples:
55 writers shared their stories in one of the three Sharing anthologies published to date, and 12
writers have already signed up to share their story in the 4th volume, to be published later this year
52 writers shared their stories in You Are Not Alone, an anthology of stories of hope published in
support of Hospice Wellington
294 people have written articles or contributed artwork, poetry or stories in this magazine, since I
started publishing it in October 2010
12 authors have had books published by One Thousand Trees, and 12 authors have had children’s
books published by Saplings
19 charities have benefited from proceeds of sales from books published by either Saplings or One
Thousand Trees
39 speakers have taken part in our Sharing Evenings and Empowerment Days to date
As you know, I feel very strongly about the importance of connecting with others and providing hope by
sharing our stories. I am grateful that I have the forum, through social media, to expand my connection
with you and with others around the world.

Lisa

E-INTERVIEW
Thomas Gofton
It is perhaps ironic, given the focus of
for this month, that I have not yet met
Thomas Gofton in person; only via
email and Facebook! That, one day
soon, will change, however.
Following is my e-interview with
Thomas.
You have a number of different
businesses. Tell us about them.
The Round Table Board Game
Tavern - In 1995 the dream of a place
to gather, play games, eat, drink and be
merry became a reality for a young 15
year old boy whose first real job was
to manage a board game store named
‘The Gamekeeper’. For two years the
store thrived and became a central
home for game enthusiasts all over
town. It was an atmosphere of
creativity, acceptance, story and fun.
In 1997 the store closed down, its
owners needing to move operations
away from Guelph, leaving a gaping
hole in the ‘home’ that was. The boy
sat in the empty store space for one
entire night wishing he had the ability
to bring it all back.
In the early spring of 2015 the dream
of a place to gather, play games, eat,
drink and be merry re-surfaced the
mind of the boy, now a man. This time
with ability, industry knowledge,
creative dream and confidence to make
it all happen the way he wished he
could before. In October of 2015 The
Round Table soft-launched and opened
for business and in April of 2016 the
establishment opened for business with
a full kitchen and bar.

The Round Table is now a home for all
that wish to engage in social gaming,
creativity, food, friendship and fun.
Our Chef has prepared a wonderful
menu for all to partake in regardless of
dietary choice and our creative staff is
training to be able to bring the dream
of 1995 back into reality. The
establishment may not be ‘The
Gamekeeper’ by name but its spirit
lives on.
Afterlife Video Game Lounge Located in the heart of downtown
Guelph, Afterlife is a video game
lounge where you can come to enjoy
hearty food, specialty cocktails, and a
wide range of video games from
classic to next generation. More than
just a bar, Afterlife is an entertainment
venue where you can relax and play
classic games like Mario or The
Legend of Zelda, or you can face off
against your friends in a modern first
person shooter like Call of Duty. We
also stream several major video game
events like the League of Legends
World Championship, so you can
watch the games with your friends
while you sit down and enjoy our
selection of food and drinks.
The Khronos Gauntlet - Is a deeply
immersive and story driven series of
real-life looking escape rooms located
in the heart of downtown Guelph.
Drawing on the mythos of a fictional
time-travel agency, the KhronoSphere,
teams of players are able to blast
through time to experience different
eras and locations including a
medieval dungeon, a wizard’s tower,
and a post-apocalyptic research
laboratory.
More than simply puzzles and locked
doors, our series of escape rooms
draws you into stories with fully
developed sets, props and fixtures, the
likes of which to be found only in
Hollywood films. Feel the damp, dank
tombs of The Dungeon complete with
stone walls, wooden stockades, and
torture devices.
1

Enter the ethereal world of The
Wizards Tower where wonders of
nature and spellbinding elements
await. Everything combines to make
you feel like you’ve travelled to darker
times and wondrous places where you
will need to rely on your problem
solving skills and your team to escape!
We can cater to any group from
corporate team building exercises,
birthday and bachelor/bachelorette
parties, special functions, student
outings or just for a night out to try
something different and new. Our
games are designed for team play, so
invite friends and coworkers to join
you in these adventures that will
become the talk of the coffee room.
Come try one, or all three of our reallife room escapes and complete the
over all mission by defeating all three
rooms and solving the overall quest! If
you can…
The Royal Garrison - Features a 60ft
archery range and shorter range for
throwing weapons, including axes,
knives and more! The Garrison will
also host stage combat lessons,
Olympic and Period style fencing
classes as well as our own light-sword
sabre academy (coming Q2 - 2017)!
We opened in February of 2017 and
our traffic is already strong with youth
and adults learning alike! We are
accepting memberships now. If you are
interested in one of our membership
options, please contact us and learn
more about our process. This is a new
and exciting adventure and anything
can happen as we grow.
Lynnvander Studios - Lynnvander is a
Southern Ontario based company
inspired to enhance existing or create
new intellectual properties. Founded in
July 2005, Lynnvander is responsible
for the inception of several media
initiatives including projects of film,
literature, game design and company
leadership.

Lynnvander is nothing without its team
of diversified and accomplished
professionals known as “Team
Lynnvander” in the table top and game
publishing industry. Each member of
our team strives to accomplish integral
and innovative work that will entertain
as well as educate you. Lynnvander
Studios is currently working on board
game development for several
publishers worldwide.
A bit about me.... Initiating as an actor
in the Troma released feature “Kill”, I
started Lynnvander Inc. subsequently
producing the award-winning fantasy
series “Mind’s Eye“ as well as the
acclaimed Shadowrun parody film
“The Gamers: Natural One” and the
epic sequel to The Gamers: Dorkness
Rising “The Gamers: Hands of Fate”.
I published a fantasy novel “Hopes
Ordeal” in 2012 along with the RPG
supplement for the Pathfinder called

“Legacy of Mana”, before being
published in the Shadowrun anthology
novel “A World of Shadows”.
Delving into tabletop game design, I
am responsible for creating many
unique games such as the Arthurian
quest-adventure “Albion’s Legacy”,
the worker-placement space parody
“Galaxy Quest” the Robin Hood cooperative “Sherwood’s Legacy” and
the Whedonverse co-operative “Buffy
the Vampire Slayer” as well as Space
Goat’s “The Terminator: The Official
Board Game” and the 2017 Jasco
catalogue releases “Dark Stalkers vs
Street Fighter”, “Dragon Ball Z” and
“Cowboy Bebop”.
Do you have a favourite business? If
so, why?
They all challenge me in many ways.
If I had to choose I'd say it's my film
and board game businesses. They
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allow me to express my creativity and
they both fulfill my personal dreams of
story telling and legacy building the
most.
What is your background?
A kid that had a rough go with parents
divorcing, drugs and a pretty unsavory
youth. A teen that never paid attention
in high school because he was geeking
out in my own world of creativity. A
young adult in university with a degree
in Psychology specializing in drug
addictions and youth development,
minoring in classical linguistics and
theatre.
I wanted to help others. Now the
creative forums I've built help others in
ways I didn't see. My games bring
enjoyment, my taverns bring fellowship and brings many organizations
that help youth and more... We have a
haven.

The focus for this month is
Technology and Social Media, and
you are providing an alternative to
video games. What was your
motivation for doing so?
Well I DO own a video game lounge
so... there's that. But the rest of my
companies are hands on, technology
off. Technology is so overwhelming
it's nice to have places that challenge
the mind without a screen and places
that challenge the body without a gym.
Social infrastructure for all.
What is your favourite part about
running your businesses?
The daily metaphysical fires (and
sometimes real ones) that need to be
put out. Every day is different and
there's so many different people
involved in each piece of each business
I never get board. I seldom get
overwhelmed but when I do, everyone
knows it. lol
I love the tornado and I'll keep going
until I'm sated. And I will be sated one
day. It isn't about money really... it's
about building a foundation which can
secure a lot of people’s futures and fun.
An entertainment district that will be
something to tell a tale about. And I'll
do it in a way that helps build the
foundations of a great community in a
community
that
already
has
foundations parallel.

How/why do you personally find
fulfillment in your business?
There are three....
1. Eating and drinking in times of
fellowship with each and every
teammate/partner I work with. We
have moments of pure friendships
after long days and hard fought
business challenges.
2. Watching each venue full - a short
moment where everything is
perfect. The sound is like a din...
everyone is smiling... challenging
themselves to have more fun. And
in that moment I watch. In that
moment I live life with them.
Strangers, friends and more alike!
3. Watching bills be paid without any
sweating.
What other interests or activities are
you involved in?
I volunteer for the Black Tie Bingo.
The Foundation of the Guelph General
Hospital's premiere fundraiser. Great
team there. We raise money for

What are your challenges?
Used to be meeting the daily numbers.
But a lot of my companies are really
doing well. We've built something
here and the regulars that come in daily
literally make my life. I love them all.
Now the challenges are in re-inventing
each business to adapt to an ever
changing time. It's a constantly
growing infant. It needs to be fed,
changed and loved. And that NEVER
takes a break so.... You just keep going
and love every minute of it.
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important upgrades our hospital needs
and if there's one thing we're all going
to need at some point in our lives it's a
hospital so we better help each other
out.
What would you say is your passion?
My three girls. Elinor, Gwenivere and
Octavia. Reading books with them,
weekly food traditions and just
watching them learn life at age 4, 3 and
8 months. When I'm exhausted in bed
and they all are sprawled out with me
and my wife, I can accept any level of
fatigue to spend time with them. It's
the cure to any insanity, the cure to any
fear or disease. Utter happiness and I
wish a moment like that to everyone.
What are your dreams for your
businesses?
They are already coming true.
Franchising and creating a national
mark on these kinds of places. The
Round Table is already in discussion
with partners in Florida, Atlanta and
Seattle. Maybe even one in Ontario.
***

Two heads mean “friends”
view;only your friends can see
it.

Lock represents “only me”
view, which is complete
privacy.

Now, most of our kids don’t realize
that even though they think they are
protected, they are not. When using a
site like “SnapChat”, it is set to delete
the posts automatically after a certain
time frame BUT the reality is that
anyone can take a screenshot of the
post/picture before it gets deleted, so
there goes the idea of protection. This
applies to anything we post on the
Internet, every Social Media site,
screenshots can be taken of the posts
and then surface later or used in
creating fake accounts.

SOMETIMES SOCIAL MEDIA
CAN BE SCARY
by Tammy Hudgin
Welcome to the world of Social Media
where we parents are scared for our
children!! The world of privacy gone
out the window, right?
So, yes, the reality is that we will never
be safe BUT you can take some
measures to ensure that you are
protected as much as you can be.
The first step is understanding the
different Social Media sites and how
they are set up. Each site will have
privacy settings that you need to make
sure you go through and be okay with
them or change them to have more
protection. For example, when it
comes to Facebook, we have a whole
section just focused around privacy
settings. Please note: it is best to do
these steps from a computer, not a
Phone or tablet. When you are on your
“home” tab, click the drop down arrow
at the top of Facebook, then “settings”.
In here, you will find many different
tabs that you need to walk through and
check all the privacy settings and make
sure you are comfortable with them.
Once you go through these steps, you
will also want to go to your personal
profile/timeline and go through the
“about” section and the “photo”
section, to make sure you have your
privacy set up properly.

You also need to be made aware of the
fact that there are other elements on
Facebook that are set to “public” and
if you are commenting on them or even
“liking” them, you are opening
yourself up to everyone (the public)
seeing it. For example, Facebook
Business Pages are public environments, some of your friends could be
posting statuses/updates that they have
set to public. So always, take a second
to look and see what the privacy
setting is on that post before doing the
interaction.

World represents “public”
view; everyone can see it.
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The other area that we need to be
aware of is when we are using our
phones for Social Media. There may
be certain settings set up that are
intruding in on your privacy. It will
depend on the type of phone you use,
but I highly recommend that you go
through the settings of all the Apps you
are using on your phone, and your
actual phone settings to double check
(for example: tracking of your location
may be turned on).
Another key element that we need to
watch for is the Third Party Apps that
we use. Each one of these Apps has
privacy settings that are defaulted and
in most cases, not in your favour.
Again, you want to make sure you go
into the settings of each App and check
what privacy settings are there and
change them so that you are not
releasing personal information to them,
or giving them access to it.
As a side note: if you are using/
playing any games in Facebook, you
need to go into each Game and get rid
of the privacy elements that you are

releasing to them. You will find this
also under the “settings” section that
we talked about earlier, under the
“Apps” tab. Once you go into this
section, you will want to hover your
mouse to the right of each App and
click the “pencil” icon that will pop up.
Then within the next step, please go
through and read each element and
determine if you want that information
made available to that App.

block these people or tell you so you
can take the necessary measures.
Teach your children, and ourselves,
how to “creep” someone’s profile
(click on their name and go to their
profile and go through it, check the
“about” section, check the “photo”
section, check their wall) and if you
feel uncomfortable, do not accept the
request.

my family there. I can chat with family
members that previously were only
names on my family tree; I can feel
like part of a big family. I am also able
to keep in touch with my family and
friends in other parts of the world with
almost instant access. I often have
chats with friends in England and
Mexico and can keep tabs on family in
the U.S. and Ecuador.

The BEST news that I can share with
you is that in all of these Social Media
sites you can change your privacy
settings. When creating accounts, this
should be the first step you do before
you start posting or adding elements to
your profiles.

I have found a new family too. It began
with a Facebook post for back-toschool angels for children that didn’t
have much. I was happy to help a little
girl named Gracie. Then came
Christmas and I sent gifts for her two
brothers also. Her Mom asked to friend
me on Facebook so she could share
pictures of the kids. That was five
years ago and now this family has
become part of mine. I am the far away
auntie to them like the ones I had
growing up. But this time it is better
because technology enables me to see
daily photos so I can watch them as
they grow, allows me to hear their
voices with audio clips of their thank
yous and can let me receive immediate
messages when they, or I, need an “I
love you.”

As parents, I believe it is important for
us to understand each Social Media
site that our children want to use and
work with them to get them set up. If
we leave it to our children, most of
them will just create an account
without looking any further as they are
excited about getting started.

As we move forward with Social
Media, and it is only going to get
bigger, we have to protect ourselves as
much as possible and be made aware
of the fact that we will never be 100%
protected, that is the reality. The
important step is to talk to our children
about the safety elements that are
applicable to each site and what to
watch for. For example, don’t just
accept a friend request from anybody,
especially if you do not know who they
are, whether cute or beautiful. There
are many fake accounts out there and
we need to caution our children to
think twice, even three times, before
accepting the request. If a decision is
made to accept the friend request and
messages start happening that are very
flattering or even of sexual content, our
children need to know to report and

If you have any specifics questions,
please reach out to me and I will do my
best to answer or find the answer for
you. Here is to keeping us and our
children, as safe as possible.
***

I know Facebook is a time zapper and
I know that I probably spend more
time on there than I should. But, thanks
to Facebook, I also know my family.

A FACEBOOK FAMILY
by Sandra Wilson
When I was a baby my family moved
from England to Canada. We left
behind my grandparents, aunts, uncles
and cousins. Over the years we have
had some visits back and forth and
some letters here and there. But for the
most part, I grew up not knowing
much of my family.
Facebook has changed this for me.
Thanks to Facebook I have reconnected with my cousins in England
and am learning more and more about
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LIVING YOUR BEST LIFE:
50 AND BEYOND!
by Sandra O’Hagan

finances are stable and planning for the
future is on track. Not everyone would
agree, but I personally love that
nothing is as intense as it was in the
past decades.
At fifty-five, I am living a lot of
unknowns about what I still want to
accomplish in my life; but it is
definitely a time when responsibilities
and demands are less and life is much
easier.

In my fitness and wellness business, I
hear many complaints about the
downside of aging. Not surprising, as
I meet a lot of people with significant
physical and health issues. I work with
clients with hip and knee replacements,
back pain, shoulder and ankle pain,
excess weight and a multitude of other
issues. Oh yes, and menopause; but
that is a whole other article! Many
clients are only in their forties and
fifties with serious ailments. These
problems can certainly put a damper
on what should be the best years of our
lives.
I admit being over fifty has drawbacks
but also has definite advantages. Not
the least of which is the odd ‘over 55’
store discount. What a surprise when I
got my first “mature” discount this
year!
In your twenties, life is just getting
started and often people are getting
married and beginning their families.
Debt begins mounting and responsibilities are piling up. In your 30’s and
40’s, careers are intense, families are
growing and you have enormous
amounts of pressure and responsibility
for finances, mortgages, children’s
education plans and saving for
retirement.

There are so many ways to live our
best lives and here are just 5 things that
are essential to feeling fabulous over
fifty.
Get Fit – Don’t wait one more day to
get active. Use it or you are going to
lose it. Be active every single day.
Don’t delay, start today! You need
energy to live your best life at 50 and
beyond and being fit will ensure that
will happen.

I love that I want less “stuff” in my life.
I care much less about shopping and
whether I have a new outfit for every
new event. I love that time is not as
limited and precious as it was when I
was at the height of my career and as a
result I can take time to chat on the
phone, go visit family or have people
in, without worrying about getting
things done. There will always be time
to do it later.
I love that I have good friends. I spent
many years immersed in work and
immediate family and did not value
nurturing female friendships. I have
now surrounded myself with the
coolest, smartest and inspiring gals.
Spending time with these ladies
provides me with motivation, a warm
heart and fuel in my tank!
I love that I still feel good, look good,
have energy and I think I have a
lifetime ahead of me to experience new
projects, new challenges, accomplishments and learn and grow. I feel
blessed and am enjoying new and
fulfilling experiences even at my age!
How lucky am I?
Hmm, maybe life is just beginning!!

In your fifties many people are
becoming empty nesters or, at a
minimum, their children are becoming
independent. With any luck careers and
7

Get Social and Laugh – Being with
friends helps maintain mental health
and reduces cognitive decline and has
been shown to help reduce risk of
diseases like dementia and Alzheimer’s. Laughter decreases stress
and improves immune cells helping to
improve resistance to disease. Studies
have found that people with a strong
sense of humour outlived those who
don’t laugh as much. So live and laugh
for longevity!
Sleep – At least 8 hours per night.
Can’t sleep? Shut down all electronics
an hour before bed, keep them out of
your bedroom and turn down the
thermostat. Practice the 4-7-8
breathing technique by Dr. Andrew
Weil which he describes as “a natural
tranquilizer for the nervous system”.
Start by inhaling through your nose to
a count of 4, hold your breath to a
count of 7 and exhale through your
mouth to a count of 8. Do this 4 times
and hopefully you won’t remember the
last one as you will be sleeping like a
baby.

Keep your Brain Sharp – Challenge
your brain with crossword puzzles,
brain games and anything that keeps
you sharp. The brain is like your
muscles, if you don’t use it, you will
lose it.
Live your Bucket List – You haven’t
made a list of things you want to do in
this lifetime? Make your list now and
start living it. Do things you have
always wanted to do, big or small.
Take a course, climb a mountain, travel
and just LIVE to stay young at 50 and
beyond!
Remember; you only have one life to
live; make it SO Full of Life!
***

the moment, she has freed herself of
many constraints and ailments. These
events lead her down a path and
culminated in her first book, Living
Your Dreams – a guide to support
women in seeing the beauty within
themselves, acknowledge their unique
gifts and follow the song of their heart.
After graduating with honours from
the Academy of Culinary Nutrition,
she was motivated and inspired to
create a cookbook for kids and parents.
The goal is for families to cook
together exploring gratitude and an
appreciation for real food.
Growing Up Nourished was published
in December of 2016 and encourages
families to journey together through
healthy and mindful living.
Krista’s mission is to educate and bring
awareness to the importance of raising
our children through whole foods,
along with incorporating the integral
art of mindfulness.
Leading workshops for kids and adults,
teaching classes, running seminars at
schools, and writing all bring joy to
Krista and are avenues for her passion
to be shared.
We had just one question for Krista ...

INTRODUCING ...
KRISTA HARRISON!
We were sorry to see Karin Ratcliffe
resign her position as our Food &
Nutrition editor last month. We are
pleased, however, to welcome Krista
Harrison, who is taking over for Karin.
Krista is a Registered Holistic
Nutritionist, Culinary Nutrition Expert,
Certified Reflexologist, Author and
most importantly a Mom to three
creative and inspirational children.
Through the healing power of whole
foods, honing into her innate wisdom,
and learning how to be present within

Why is food and nutrition your
passion?
Experiencing firsthand how food can
change your outlook on life and heal
your body has been an incredible gift.
I am continuously amazed by the
complexity and intricacy of our bodies.
We don’t realize the magnitude of our
body’s abilities until we stop
functioning optimally. Then, we take
notice. We were meant to live a life of
awesomeness, not just exist through it.
Real whole food can improve your
sleep, energy, metabolism, appetite,
mental health and the list goes on.
Who doesn’t want to feel incredible? I
want people to not only understand the
power of real food but feel the effects
8

of real food on how their body
functions. Fueling your body with life
giving, nutrient dense food rather than
depleted food, is one important step
that will support us along this great
journey we call life!
***

ANDOSH
ACCESSIBLE GAMING
by Andrew Cameron
My brother Josh and I started Andosh
Accessible Gaming to help people with
disabilities access video games. We
grew up with Hyper Mobile Ehlers
Danlos Syndrome. We both love
playing video games, but our disability
often made this difficult. We spent
years looking for a solution without
much success. The few potential
controllers we were able to find were
either too expensive, or didn’t properly
meet our needs. Eventually, we
decided to try building our own
solutions. Today, we are putting our
well-honed skills to practical use;
adapting and modifying games
controllers, repairing game consoles
and 3-D printing.
In 2005, Josh built his first custom
game controller, using a short-circuited
calculator and an alligator clip. Eight
years and several electronics courses
later, he modified a Nintendo
GameCube controller for me, as I was
struggling with frequent wrist
dislocations at the time.
Today, Andosh Accessible Gaming
offers a modification service. Instead
of trying to sell any one controller, we
will customize an existing controller to
try to match the needs of the individual
as closely as possible.
Josh seems to have the ability to scare
electronic devices into functioning
simply by threatening to take them
apart to find out what is going wrong.
For those of us who do not possess the
benefits of the “Josh Effect,” a broken

controller or console can come as a real
let down.
Andosh Accessible Gaming offers
repair services for such incidents.
Whether your Xbox has red ringed,
your PlayStation is displaying the
yellow light of death, or you played
your Nintendo console into the ground,
we will be glad to take a look. We even
offer battery replacement for old NES/
SNES/ GB/ GBC/ GBA games.
I myself began tinkering with 3D
printing as a way to create new content
for a discontinued table top war game.
With my first projects, I began pushing
the limits of 3D printing, setting a
workshop record for the smallest print
with high details. Later, I began using
it to try and create new components for
custom game controllers. At this point
I have had experience with 4 different
3D printers and have helped write a
training manual for one of them.
I have designed a wide variety of 3D
models, including; gaming supplies,
key chains, pet supplies, a stylized
coffee mug, a holster for juggling
rings, accessories for electronics and
cosplay accessories and a 1 foot long
key.
If you would like to know more about
Andosh Accessible Gaming, you can
find us on Facebook, email
Andrew.andosh@gmail.com or call
226-790-2415.

Nintendo DS and added it to his
Christmas wish list.

MY PARENTS
AREN’T NOOBS!
by Michelle Nogueira
My Parents Aren’t Noobs is a book coauthored with Anthea Helps. The book
is simply yet beautifully illustrated by
Jay Dixon — a local Guelph high
school student. This heartfelt story for
children (age 5-8) and parents
highlights the
importance of
technology (video games) with today’s
generation of youth.
Throughout the book, there are chat
bubbles that provide important
information for children and parents
about key elements in navigating video
games and promoting healthy habits
(communication, limit setting, game
ratings and balance/variety). The hope
is that this story will inspire ongoing
family discussions that will provide
information that will assist families in
managing technology at home.
The inspiration behind the book comes
from my experience in raising a son
who enjoys gaming, observing my
son’s friends, becoming educated, and
my work with gamers and their
families at Homewood Health Centre.
When my son Noah was 5, he drew
this elaborate picture of himself
playing a video game with his friend
Hunter. At the time, our family had
never been exposed to video games nor
did we have any gaming devices. Noah
had never played games at our house
or anyone else’s house for that matter.
So imagine my surprise when he
showed up with this detailed depiction
of video gaming. Shortly after this
picture, he asked if he could get a
9

As parents, we didn`t even know what
a DS was. One day I was shopping and
looked at this handheld gaming device.
I overheard a conversation between a
mom and her three kids — two boys
and a girl between the ages of 7 and 11.
I listened intently to this very
challenging exchange between a
mother and her children.
The older boy wanted Grand Theft
Auto (GTA) which is rated by the
Entertainment Software Rating Board
as Mature (17+). He insisted that his
mom buy it for him. His mom
explained that it wasn`t an appropriate
game for his age due to the content. It
was painfully grueling to listen to the
mom trying to explain all the reasons
why she wasn`t going to purchase
GTA.
I was impressed with the mom and
even more impressed with the store
clerk who overheard the conversation
and intervened. The clerk explained to
the mom and her children that he
wasn`t permitted to sell GTA to her
child due to the store`s policy and
adherence to the ESRB’s rating
system.
After witnessing this conversation, I
called my husband at work and we
were trying to weigh out the pros and
cons of bringing this device into our
home. I had witnessed the tension and
challenges that we as a family could
face and I was scared. We did make a
joint decision to purchase a DS but we
were very clear that we needed to be

proactive and monitor this issue
closely.
For the last 8 years, I’ve become
increasing concerned about the role of
technology in all of our lives. I’ve
especially seen the heartache and pain
when video games are rogue in
families. At that point, it becomes
more challenging to go back to the
basics and try to promote healthy
limits, adhere to rating systems,
practice quality communication,
promote balance and variety, and carve
out time in busy lives for family
connectivity opportunities. Through
my personal and professional
experiences, I encourage families to set
up family device guidelines as soon as
a device enters the home because once
the child reaches adolescence it is more
challenging to implement healthy
limits.
This myriad of experiences has led to
my personal interest and passion to
learn about technology and to help
others navigate “all things digital.” My
Parents Aren’t Noobs is my attempt at
providing information from a
prevention standpoint.
Although Noah uses a lot of
technology, we try to balance this with
the following family guidelines:
1) No devices in the bedroom when
it is time for bed. Technology in
bedrooms can interfere with sleep and
cause sleep disturbances. Sleep is
integral to our physical and mental
health. We all charge our phones in one
room at a charging station.
2) Keep gaming devices in a
common area. Our gaming devices
(console and PC) are in the living
room. Although this can be annoying
for all of us, it keeps us in the loop with
what is going on in the gaming culture
and within Noah’s circle of friends. We
can observe online interactions and
have the unique opportunity to observe
Noah’s communication, problem

solving, teamwork, compassion,
leadership and assertiveness in action.
It is actually really neat to get to know
my son by observing his interactions.
3) Be a gatekeeper. Nothing gets
purchased unless he runs it by me or
my husband first. If it is a game, I
research it through the ESRB and
Common Sense Media which helps us
make decisions as family as to what
games when.
4) No technology at the dinner table.
This is a sacred time to connect.
5) Explore creative opportunities to
connect as a family. As a family, we
enjoy the following activities: visiting
The Roundtable, escape rooms,
attending volleyball games, concerts,
plays, magic shows, festivals, archery,
juggling, spinning plates, karaoke,
games, animals, Nerf battles, and other
local events. Family fun is the best!
6) Learn as much as you can about
technology. This is where the title of
the book comes from. Prior to Noah
getting a device, we as parents were
noobs. A noob, also known as a
newbie, is someone who is very
inexperienced. Commonly new players
are labelled as “noobs.” It is also a
slang term for someone who has
experience in a game but isn’t very
good. In that context, it is sort of an
insult, more or less just a joke.
Today, I know a lot of the jargon and
can engage in teamspeak from a
distance despite Noah becoming very
annoyed and embarrassed at times. In
the book, Anthea and I suggest to learn
about the gaming culture.

9) Pursue other activities and aim
for a balanced leisure lifestyle. Noah
is an accomplished juggler and has
many special and unique interests like
magic, drama, archery, volleyball,
board games, animals, Guelph
Humane Society, and music. He has
even rewritten a children`s version of
Peter Watson`s book Angel Has Her
Wings.
10) Ongoing and open communication is a must.
11) Learn some of the slang terms
used in games. For example: “KS” –
kill steal, “AFK” – away from keyboard, “GG” – good game. The list
goes on but those are a few. Knowing
these terms will help you connect with
your child.
12) Most importantly… enjoy and
have fun with a balanced use of
technology!
To promote balanced use of
technology, my latest initiative is to
develop a Balanced Technology
Management Committee in our local
community. This committee will bring
together representatives from a variety
of organizations that are interested in
child health and well-being. The
committee’s focus will be to explore
and create initiatives to ensure that
children receive a balance between
activities that promote optimal
development with technology use. The
sustainability of our children is
essential to our future!

7) Homework and household chores
before gaming. Establish priorities.
Gaming is the dessert after the meal.
8) Take breaks. Get outside and
connect to nature. Get involved in
activities that promote physical
exercise.
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My Parents Aren’t Noobs! is available
at www.ottbookstore.com.

SB peeks out shyly from behind G. (G
appears to me clairvoyantly in the form
of an older man with smile lines
around his eyes. The little girl looks
about 5. She has the appearance of a
Chinese child, which would be her last
incarnation.) I need a mommy who
will love me.
Christine: I am sure that she will love
you.
SB: My last mommy did not want me
because I was a girl. She only wanted
a boy. They sent me away before I
could be born. It made me very sad.

WHAT GENDER
IS MY SPIRIT BABY?
by Christine Nightingale
In my work helping parents
communicate with their unborn or not
yet conceived children, I am often
asked this question.
This excerpt from a reading will shed
some light on this subject.
Christine: They will be wanting to
know about the Spirit Baby.
G (chuckles): Well then, I guess I will
have to tell them. I hope they are
prepared to give me a new lease on
life.
C: What do you mean?
G: I would like to come in as one of
their children. There is also a little girl
here wanting to come in. So we have
to discuss who will be first.
Christine: So you and the little girl are
deciding who will come first?
Christine: How does that work?
Christine: May I speak to the girl Spirit
Baby, please?

Christine: Yes, of course it did. I am
sure that your new parents will
welcome you.
SB: My brother will come in first if
there is a boy body, I will come in first
if there is a girl body. But what if there
are two girls or two boys?
G (chuckles) Well, I guess I never
thought this through. I have never had
a life as a girl, but I am positive about
the parents I want to be with. And it is
possible there could be two girls, of
course. So if I need a lot of extra help
in knowing how to become a good
woman, my parents will understand
why.
Christine: Could you please explain?
G: A soul is neither male nor female.
Most souls have taken on both genders
in different lives for various reasons.
The world has changed a great deal
even in the time I have been on the
other side. Roles are changing so
much. In some countries women still
are very badly treated as my future
sister was the last time. For that reason
alone it might be harder to be a
woman, if one has never before
experienced those kinds of challenges.
Christine: I guess there are different
challenges in being a woman because
there are more choices now. At the
12

same time men have to be more
involved with their families if they
want their wives to be happy.
G: So you are saying that even being a
boy will be more complicated than the
last time for me?
SB: I have never been a boy, but I am
willing to be a boy if there are two boy
babies. I just want this mommy and
daddy.
SB: Yes, different things would be
expected of me. And I would want to
know how to treat a woman properly.
That is very important.
Christine: Your parents will be able to
help both of you, no matter how it
turns out. They love and respect each
other and they live in a society where
those awful things, like what happened
to you, are less likely to occur.
SB: That makes me feel very happy. I
want to be wanted this time.
Christine: I am sure that you will be.
Do either of you have any idea of what
your life task and challenges will be?
SB: (clairvoyantly she looks about 12
years old now, and very serious) I want
to work in changing the way people
think about each other. The way of
thinking that made it possible for my
parents to discard me because I was a
girl. Perhaps as a lawyer, perhaps as a
human rights activist, maybe travelling
to other countries in the Peace Corps,
maybe in some group that works with
abused women and children. I want to
help make the world a better place for
everyone.
Christine: What will you both need
from your parents?
G: I think what every kid needs-an
understanding that every child has his
or her own hopes and dreams, even
before entering this plane.

SB: Mommy and Daddy, we will come
to you with past experiences which
have shaped us, for good and bad, and
we need your help in being the best
people we can be.
***

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
IN GUELPH
Facebook Content Writer
Concerned Residents Coalition
Work from home. CRC is based in
Rockwood, north Milton and Acton
ON areas.

FOCUS ON VOLUNTEERING
by Carly Genys

Makaila Dafoe

Dedicated volunteer makes a
difference for local youth

“I feel I’ve built a relationship with the
kids,” she says, noting her placement
at Langs is helping her achieve her
future career goals in social work. “A
lot of volunteer experience prepares
you for working in the field.
Volunteering is a good way to get to
know the company or agency you’re
working with.”

March is National Social Workers
Month, giving us the opportunity to
recognize and show appreciation for
the social workers who are having an
impact on our community. Social
workers are dedicated to helping
individuals, families, groups and
communities to increase their general
well-being. You can find them in a
variety of settings, including family
service agencies, hospitals and school
boards. It is quite common for postsecondary students in the social
services field to volunteer at
community organizations to gain
relatable skills and help build up their
resumé.

Want to gain work experience in a
career you are interested in? Start by
volunteering! Look for volunteer
opportunities across Cambridge and
North Dumfries by searching the
online Volunteer Opportunities
Database at
www.uwcambridge.on.ca/volunteer.p
hp or call the Volunteer Centre at
519-621-1030, x243.

Makaila Dafoe is an 18-year-old
student in Mohawk College’s social
service worker program. She makes
the long drive from Hamilton to help
out in a variety of initiatives at Langs.
These programs include an alternative
classroom targeted at young teens and
an after-school program filled with
activities for primary grade students.
While volunteering at Langs, Makaila
is receiving excellent hands-on
educational experience that will be
useful in her future line of work.
***
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Create and write content on CRC's
Facebook page. Align messages to
reflect CRC's corporate messages and
values. Creatively capture the attention
and curiosity of new and current
supporters with your writing skills and
CRC photos.
If you're talented and interested, in
time CRC may ask you to expand your
reach through CRC's Twitter,
GoFundMe and other sites.
Social Media Specialist
Aberfoyle Farmers' Market
Our Social Media Specialist uses
Twitter and Facebook to connect our
farmers with our local community. The
Social Media Specialist has previous
experience creating social media
campaigns and valuable content, as
well as tracking and measuring results.
They will communicate regularly with
the Market Manager, Marketing
Coordinator, and Special Event
Planners to keep up to date on the
market season and event information.
The Social Media Specialist will attend
approximately two Saturday markets
per month through the market season
(May to October) to catch the essence
of the market, connect with vendors,
and send out live postings. By creating
timely and meaningful content that
reflects the friendly nature of our
market, the social media specialist will

40 BAKER STREET
NEEDS YOUR HELP

play a key role in attracting new
visitors to our market.
Program Assistant
Three Willows United Church
Assist in coordinating and communicating multiple programs and events
(Food Trucks, Harvest Bowls,
Community supper, breakfast and
noon hour concerts. Creating
documents for posting, submitting advertising requests, update Facebook
and Webpage, collaborate mainly with
the minister and key leaders.
Daffodil Month Campaign Fundraiser
Canadian Cancer Society, WaterlooWellington Community Office
This April by volunteering a few hours
of your time selling daffodil pins in
support of the Canadian Cancer
Society’s Daffodil Campaign, you will
be saving lives and helping people who
are living with cancer. In this role, you
will be volunteering to sell daffodil
pins in various locations throughout
Waterloo Region and Wellington
County.
Wildlife Rescue Driver
Guelph Humane Society
A vital role for the sick, injured or
orphaned wildlife that enter our doors
each year, Wildlife Rescue Drivers are
crucial in transporting animals to and
from the different accredited
rehabilitation centres!
There is no set time commitment with
volunteer driving, aside from a
minimum 4 month commitment. When
an animal is in need and the GHS
needs a driver, an email will be sent out
to everyone on the list. This is a quick
way for us to get in touch with a mass
of people instead of calling one by one,
although if phone calls are the
preferred method of contact, we can
certainly make those calls happen!

What is 40 Baker Street?

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
IN KITCHENER-WATERLOO
Be part of Empowering Proactive
Youth and Communities (EPYC
2017)! The Volunteer Action Centre
of KW & Area needs Youth Impact
Group Facilitators.
Share your skills and experience for
the governance of a pro-choice, sex
positive, and inclusive organization.
SHORE Centre needs Board of
Directors volunteers.

In the street culture of downtown
Guelph everyone knows where you’re
going when you say you’re going to
“40.” The homeless and struggling
want to keep going to 40 Baker Street,
and 40 Baker Street wants to keep its
doors open.
For many years, the programs housed
at the location have helped Guelph’s
marginalized residents get something
to eat, and get out of the cold.

Do you have a big heart and some
extra time on your hands? Adults in
Motion (AIM) is looking for
volunteers to assist with their
AiMazing Day Program.
Looking for hands-on experience
working in health care? Volunteer at
the Parkwood Mennonite Home as
an Exercise Assistant or Fitness
Centre Supervisor.
Join the Alzheimer Society Waterloo
Wellington Visiting Companion
Program and share social and
recreational activities with a person
who has Alzheimer’s disease.
***

What is the 200 for 40 Campaign?
The campaign 200 for 40 seeks to
build a grassroots sponsor group made
up of 200 people who are willing to
give $20 each month to ensure 40
Baker Street survives. Pickersgill said
the $4,000 per month collected would
cover operational costs.
How can I help?
To donate to 200 for 40, email
outofpovertyguelph@yahoo.ca.
The above are excerpts from an article
written by Rob O’Flanagan, and
published in www.guelphtoday.com.
***

SOCIAL MEDIA
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year-old granddaughter Kristen when
she came over after school. Sandra’s
daughter Janice lived around the
corner and after Jim died, Janice had
developed the habit of coming for tea
late every weekday afternoon. Then
Kristen would stop on her way home
from school and they would all have a
final cup – Kristen’s largely milk as her
mother teased her with ‘Would you
like a little tea in that milk?’

by Bob Smith
Sandra wandered down the aisle
looking at the computers, feeling very
dazed. She had always thought a
router was someone who worked for a
trucking company identifying the ideal
route from Point A to Point B. Until
Jim had died suddenly and
unexpectedly four years ago leaving
her a widow at sixty-two, he had
always been the one to deal with
anything technical. Thanks to him, she
was able to check the weather and use
email to keep in touch with friends
from Tai Chi, swimming, or choir.
When he was alive, he used the
computer to plan which highways to
take when they were driving
somewhere, to compare reviews when
they were deciding which appliance to
buy, or to read newspapers online. But
she herself didn’t know how to do such
things and had no interest in learning.
Weather and email was enough.
Lately though, when she turned on the
computer, she was often confronted by
a screen which said ‘boot error’.
Turning it off and then on again solved
the problem, though it was happening
more frequently, and once this week,
she had had to switch on and off again
three times before getting to the
normal starting screen. She realized
she needed to do something before it
wouldn’t work at all. She had come to
rely on email, not just for staying in
touch but for making plans or reading
announcements
about
schedule
changes.
Her first step was to ask her twelve-

Kristen was not spellbound by
computers but was not intimidated by
them either. Sandra figured computers
were like languages – easier to learn
for kids and Kristen had grown up with
a computer as part of her life.
“Major problem,” she said when
Sandra described what was happening.
“Every time you turn on the computer,
it has to learn how to work and that is
called ‘booting’.”
Sandra hadn’t been sure what it meant
but assumed it had nothing to do with
a shoe through the screen, though
sometimes her frustration brought
forth that mental picture.
“You need to replace that dinosaur,”
Kristen continued. “It will make it
easier for you to get on Facebook too.”
Sandra had heard the term ‘Social
Media’ and thought it was a
contradiction in terms. To her, ‘Social’
meant face-to-face interaction and
‘Media’ involved the opposite,
communication from a distance. One
of those paradoxes she thought, like
jumbo shrimp or bittersweet.
For some time, Kristen had been
pushing for that to happen, and now it
was becoming critical. Kristen’s father
had been transferred to Vancouver.
Janice and Kristen had remained
behind to let Kristen finish the final
month of her school year and for
Janice to pack and sell the house.

Sandra knew she would miss the
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afternoon ritual which had developed
since Jim died. Mornings she was
usually busy, but the afternoons would
now be lonely. However, she didn’t
want to join activities simply for the
sake of killing time.
She had already been to another store
where a young man talked about
features which she didn’t understand in
the least. However, she listened
politely, then said, “I’m not ready to
make a decision yet,” and left. She felt
vaguely guilty that she might be
leaving the impression that a plan was
forthcoming when she was actually far
from knowing what to do. The moon
is closer than any decision she
admitted to herself.
The look on her face as she looked at
the computers must have been
obvious. A distinguished-looking man
about her age said, “Overwhelming,
isn’t it.”
Sandra was a little taken aback. Since
high school, she had cultivated a look
which masked her feelings. Donna
Fitzpatrick, one of the girls in the
group she hung out with, had
expressions so obvious Sandra had
decided to be the opposite. No one
should know so much about what’s
going on in your head had been her
thought. It was a measure of how
distressing she was finding this
purchase that a stranger was able to
read her expression.
The man with the silver hair and neatly
trimmed beard continued. “Talking
with these sales people doesn’t help.
You get the impression they can’t
understand how you could be so
stupid.”
Normally Sandra was reluctant to
engage in conversation with strangers
but he was voicing her sentiments
exactly. “So what should we do?” she
asked.

He responded, “My grandson is

supposed to meet me here. He’s
eighteen. He explains things in a way
I don’t feel like a dummy and I trust
him to identify what it is I should buy
for my minimal needs. If you want, I
can ask him to help you too.”
Sandra was torn. On the one hand, she
was pretty independent, didn’t like
asking for help from strangers. On the
other, she couldn’t envision any way to
move forward with this. Kristen was
great but right now was consumed with
spending time with friends. Going to
a store with her grandmother would be
low on her list of priorities, and Sandra
wasn’t sure how much patience she
would have anyway. After all, she was
only twelve. Besides, this man seemed
friendly.

do is check the weather and do email.
My granddaughter wants me to join
Facebook since she’ll be moving soon
and says that is a way to keep in
touch.“
“I could help you with that,” the man
offered. “My grandson got me started
three years ago. I’m no expert but I
could show you what you need to
know.”
That would be real Social Media
Sandra thought. Face-to-face contact
with one person while establishing a
long-distance connection to another.
***

“If he doesn’t mind,” she said. “All I
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NEXT MONTH ....
IN ONE THOUSAND TREES

Our focus for April is Food for Life.

Food for the body is not enough.
There must be food for the soul.
Dorothy Day
Do you have an inspiring story you’d
like to share?

If you know of any community wellness
events taking place in April, please
complete and send us the Event Listing
form found on the magazine page of
our website.

Articles are always welcome for any of
our “regular” departments ...

Creativity and the Arts
Food and Nutrition
Giving Back
Health and Wellbeing
The Library
Relationships

Deadline for submissions is
March 20.

As always, we look forward to hearing
from you with any feedback or article
ideas!

lisa@onethousandtrees.com

The Grand River flows
300 kilometres through
southwestern Ontario
from the highlands of
Dufferin County to Port
Maitland on Lake Erie.

The Grand River
Conservation Authority
manages water and
other natural resources
on behalf of 39
municipalities and
close to one million
residents.

One Thousand Trees’
target market is defined
by the borders of the
Grand River Watershed.
Department Editors
are responsible for
promoting practitioners,
events and volunteer
opportunities in the
cities of Brantford,
Cambridge, Guelph,
Kitchener, and Waterloo.

Visit the Grand River
Conservation Authority
at www.grandriver.ca.

